Abstract: Interpolating functional method is a powerful tool for studying the behavior of a quantity in the intermediate region of the parameter space of interest by using its perturbative expansions at both ends. Recently several interpolating functional methods have been proposed, in addition to the well-known Padé approximant, namely the "Fractional Power of Polynomial" (FPP) and the "Fractional Power of Rational functions" (FPR) methods. Since combinations of these methods also give interpolating functions, we may end up with multitudes of the possible approaches. So a criterion for choosing an appropriate interpolating function is very much needed. In this paper, we propose reference quantities which can be used for choosing a good interpolating function. In order to validate the prescription based on these quantities, we study the degree of correlation between "the reference quantities" and the "actual degree of deviation between the interpolating function and the true function" in examples where the true functions are known.
Introduction
In theoretical physics, perturbative expansions are very often used to analyze the behavior of physical quantities with respect to the parameter of interest. But such perturbative expansions are insufficient for understanding the behavior of the physical quantities in the entire region of the parameter space. Although numerical simulations are often applied for computing such quantities in a wide range of parameter region, they are not always very easy to work out. In some situations, the expansions of the quantities in both ends (small end and large end, where the small end corresponds to small value of parameter and the large end corresponds to large value of parameter) are known, then interpolating functional methods can be used to provide an interpolating function which can approximate behavior of the quantities over the entire region of the parameter space. The Padé approximant is a well-known example for such an interpolating method, which can be used to find an appropriate interpolating function. 1 Recently other interpolating methods also have been proposed. Namely, the "Fractional Power of Polynomial" (FPP) method [5] 2 and the "Fractional Power of Rational function" (FPR) [1] . Since combinations of these methods also give interpolating functions, we may end up with multitudes of the possible approaches. This multitude of interpolating functions causes so-called the "landscape problem" such that we easily get lost which among multitudes of the interpolating functions. So a criterion for choosing an appropriate interpolating function is inevitable. Proposing an efficient criterion is the aim of this paper.
In this paper, we will propose several quantities as the reference quantities for selecting a good interpolating function. Because the interpolating functions will be applied when the information of the actual function of physical quantities are absent, these reference quantities should be constructed only by using the perturbative expansions and the interpolating 1 The Padé approximant has been applied to the studies on the negative eigenvalue of the Schwarzschild black hole [2] and various quantities in the N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [3] . See also application of another type of interpolating function to the O(N ) non-linear sigma model [4] . 2 The FPP interpolating scheme was applied to "S-duality improvement" of string perturbation theory in [5, 6] . See also similar considerations [7, 8] in N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory.
functions. To check whether these quantities work as good references, we need to check the correlation between the set of these quantities and the "actual deviation between the true function F (g) and its interpolating function G(g)", where g is a parameter of interest. To see the correlation, we will calculate the correlation coefficients between them. Though also [1] has suggested a criterion, we will argue that their criterion was insufficient. Because as explained in Appendix A, they did not analyze the above mentioned correlations properly. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce the interpolating functions, the landscape problem and need of criteria for selecting a good interpolating function. In subsection 2.3, we introduce the correlation coefficients. In section 3, we will suggest the reference quantities for selecting a good interpolating function. In section 4, we examine the reference quantities by computing the correlation coefficients in examples where the actual functions are known. Section 5 is conclusion and summary.
Preliminary

Interpolating functions
Let us consider a function F (g) defined in g ∈ [0, ∞), which has N s order small-g expansion F We expect that
around g = 0 and g = ∞ respectively. Based on these expansions, we construct smooth interpolating functions whose small-g and large-g expansions coincide to the expansions (2.1) up to some orders.
Padé approximant
Here, we will introduce the Padé approximant P m,n (g) with 0 ≤ m ≤ N s , 0 ≤ n ≤ N l , whose small-g and large-g expansions coincide to F The Padé approximant is reliable only when there is no pole or singularity in (2.3), namely the denominator in (2.3) should not have any zero point in the region of interest.
Fractional Power of Polynomial method (FPP)
In [5] , another type of interpolating function, which we call the "Fractional Power of Polynomial" (FPP), is given by
.
(2.6)
As in the Padé approximant case, the coefficients c k and d k are determined by consistency between the Taylor expansions of (2.6) and the expansions (2.1). Unlike the Padé approximant, the FPP does not have any constraints with respect to m, n, a, b like (2.5). We can trust the FPP only when the inside of parenthesis in (2.6) is always positive in the region under consideration.
Fractional Power of Rational function method (FPR)
There is also a class of interpolating functions so-called "Fractional Power of Rational functions" (FPR) proposed in [1] . With following values of α,
the FPR can be defined as
where
As in the Padé and the FPP cases, we determine c k and d k in (2.8) by the consistency between its Taylor expansions and the expansions (2.1). This approach requires p, q ∈ Z ≥0 (2.10) which leads to the condition of α in (2.7). The Padé approximant and the FPP can be regarded as the special cases of the FPR. The FPR with |α| = 1 becomes the standard Padé approximant. On the other hand, by taking the upper limit of a−b α in (2.7), namely by taking α = b−a m+n+1 , the FPR becomes the FPP. When the rational function inside the parenthesis has poles or takes negative values for fractional α, we can not trust the FPR approximation. The FPR is smooth unless the rational function has poles.
Landscape problem
We should note that a linear combination of different interpolating functions gives a new interpolating function. For example, a linear combination of the FPP approximating a function F (g),
is also an interpolating function which matches with F (g) up to O(g a+3 ) near g = 0 and up to O(g b−3 ) near
Since we can take a 1,2,3 ∈ R, there are uncountably infinite number of interpolating functions.
The presence of huge number of interpolating functions naturally causes following problem: How should we choose an interpolating function from this multitudes. This problem is called as the "landscape problem". 3 To choose an interpolating function efficiently, we need to establish a criterion for selecting a good interpolating function which has very small deviation from the true function.
Correlation coefficient
If the "deviation between the interpolating function G(g) and the true function F (g)" (we denote it by De) is smaller, G(g) is regarded as a better interpolating function. So for choosing a better interpolating function, we only have to see the De. However when we apply the interpolating functional method, there is no information of De because we do not know the true function F (g). Hence, we have to find alternative quantities for measuring the above mentioned deviations without knowing F (g). We will name such quantities as the reference quantities and we denote them by Cr. So the problem of finding a good criterion has boiled down to finding a suitable set of reference quantities. If the proposed Cr is reliable, then we should be able to guess the actual deviation De upto some extent. In other words , the reliable reference quantities Cr must have strong correlation with De. It is a well-known fact that the degree of correlation between two data sets can be computed just by calculating the correlation coefficients between them. So the efficiency of the proposed reference quantities can be checked by computing the correlation coefficients between the reference quantities Cr and the actual deviation De.
Let us briefly introduce the concept of the correlation coefficient, which is a statistical notion. Assume that we have a set up where we not only know Cr but also De. Say we have many interpolating functions, and calculated (Cr, De). Then we will call the sets of (Cr, De) as samples. Using these samples, we can compute the correlation coefficients between Cr and De as follows In Appendix A, we explain that the criterion proposed in [1] is insufficient. Underlying reason for the insufficiency comes from the fact that they did not analyze the correlation between their reference quantities I s + I l and actual degree of deviation.
Random Sampling
Because the number of the interpolating functions is uncountably infinite, it is impossible to consider all the interpolating functions. In such cases, we randomly extract a finite number of the interpolating functions as samples, by employing the random sampling.
The way of random sampling in this paper is as follows: First we prepare several interpolating functions G 1 (g), G 2 (g), . . . , GÑ (g), which are already known. Here the number of the interpolating functions isÑ . By using these functions, we consider linear combinationŝ
Here we generate sets of the numbers c i by using the random number generator in the Mathematica. We should note that the linear combination becomes an interpolating function again. Each set of randomly generated numbers c i , (i = 1 ∼Ñ ) has each corresponding interpolating function through (2.13). Hence through (2.13), we can extract sets of interpolating functions randomly by using the randomly generated numbers c i .
In following sections, in each of the explicit examples where both the Cr and De can be known, we calculate the correlation coefficient five times. We use 10 samples for the 1st calculation, 20 samples for the 2nd one, 30 samples for the 3rd one, 50 samples for the 4th one and 100 samples for the 5th calculation.
For validating the calculated correlation coefficients, we have to take care of the statistical significance also. In this paper, we will employ the 0.01 as the significance level. If the correlation coefficient in each of calculations (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th) exceeds 0.765, 0.561, 0.463, 0.361 and 0.256 respectively, each correlation coefficient is regarded as statistically significant. For the reference quantities Cr to be reliable enough, very strong correlation coefficients are required (at least more than 0.7). So the number of the samples in these calculations should be enough to check the reliability of Cr.
Proposal of reference quantities
In this section, we give explicit forms of De and Cr. First, we will give definitions of De which are the actual degree of deviation between the true function F (g) and the interpolating functionĜ(g). In this paper, we consider following quantities as De:
Here the parameter Λ is a cutoff of the integration domain to make the integration welldefined, throughout this paper we will put Λ = 1000. 
Examination of reference quantities by the correlation functions
In this section, we will check the reliability of reference quantities given by (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) in the explicit examples where both Cr 1,2,o and De 1,2,o can be computed. For checking the reliability, we calculate the correlation coefficients between Cr j and De j for j ∈ {1, 2, o}. In first three subsections of this section, we use following three kinds of true functions F (g) as explicit examples at which we calculate the correlation coefficients:
1. Functions where both the small-g and large-g expansions are convergent.
2. Functions where one of the small-g or large-g expansions is convergent while the other is asymptotic.
3. Functions where both the expansions are asymptotic.
After these, we also discuss in the following true functions, 4. Functions having sharp peak outside the reliable domain.
4.1 Functions with convergent expansions in both ends.
Let us discuss by using the following function
as the true function. We can easily see that its small-g and large-g expansions are convergent. 4 Convergent radius for the small-g expansion isg s ∼ 1.10499, and the one for the large-g expansion is obtained asg l ∼ 0.904988. Because we do not know F (g) when we apply the interpolating functional method, to consider the reference quantities, we should make an assumption that we know only its expansions upto finite order in both ends. Suppose that we know the small-g and large-g expansions only up to 100-th order only, where the small-g expansion F (100) s (g) and large-g expansion F (100) l (g) are given by
Because the reference quantities should be constructed by the perturbative expansions and the interpolating functions only, the values g * s , g * l , N * s and N * l should be determined based on the expansions (4.6) only. (Also interpolating functions are made by the expansions only.) In case that large order expansions are known, we can employ the fitting method to obtain these values [1] . See also Appendix B.
Let us determine g * s , g * l , N * s and N * l by the fitting. In Figure 1 , we plot how the coefficients f
in (4.6) behave with respect to n. We can see that these behave as 4 By noting that
F (g) can be rewritten as
3)
around g = 0 and g = ∞ respectively. From these series, the convergent radiusgs,g l are obtained by solvingg ∼ n c at large n with some constant c. So we can expect that g * l = g * s = 1, and both the expansions will be convergent. In case of the convergent expansion, we should also take care of the blow-up point of the curvature. Fig. 2 plots the absolute value of the curvature of F Because both the small-g and large-g expansions are convergent, we will set N * s = N s = 100 and N * l = N l = 100. Based on the expansions (4.6), we can construct the interpolating functions in the ways explained in subsection 2.1. We have constructed the several interpolating functions which are listed in (D.1) in Appendix D.1.
We consider the following linear combinations of the interpolating functions by using the functions in (D.1)
(g) + c are randomly chosen by using the random number generator in the Mathematica. The superscript [r, s] indicates the r-th sample for the s-th calculation of correlation coefficients. (We use 10 samples for 1st calculation, 20 samples for 2nd one, 30 samples for 3rd one, 50 samples for 4th one and 100 samples for 5th calculation.) At least these functions match with the small-g and large-g expansions up to
We check the reliability of the reference quantity Cr 1 by computing the correlation coefficients between Cr 1 and De 1 . We compute it five times and the results are
where ρ
is the correlation coefficient computed by the i-th calculation. The plots of (Cr 1 , De 1 ) during the fifth computation are shown in Figure 3 . Because these are very close to 1, these are so strong that we can rely on Cr 1 as a very good reference quantity for selecting a good interpolating function. Of course the results in (4.11) are statistically significant since they are larger than 0.765.
The 
CroDeo = 0.99996000, ρ 
Functions where one of small-g or large-g expansions is convergent while the other is asymptotic 4.2.1 ϕ 4 theory
Let us consider the partition function of the zero-dimensional ϕ 4 theory,
It is well known that the small-g expansion is asymptotic while the large-g expansion is convergent. Interpolating functions for this example have been studied also in section 4.1 of [1] . We assume that we do not know the true function F (g). Suppose that we know only its large-g and small-g expansions up to only 100-th order. The expansions are given bỹ
where the coefficients s k and l k are already known. We will show g * s , g * l , N * s and N * l which were already given in [1] . According to [1] , the small-g expansion was clarified to be an asymptotic expansion, and its related values are
where the error is ǫ = 10 −7 . The large-g expansion was estimated to be convergent, and the related quantities are
By taking into account N * s = 28 in the small-g expansion, we need to redefine the expansions by performing the optimal truncation as follows
We will construct the interpolating functions based on these expansions (4.18). Several interpolating functions are given by [1] and they are listed in (D.2) in Appendix D.2. As in (2.13) and (4.8), we consider the interpolating functions, which are linear combinations of the functions (D.2) with the randomly generated coefficients, as the samples. We calculate the correlation coefficients by using the samples. The correlation coefficients between Cr 1 and De 1 are
The ones between Cr 2 and De 2 are Here (4.20) and (4.21) are computed by using the same samples as (4.19). Because these correlation coefficients are almost 1, all the Cr 1 , Cr 2 and Cr o work very well as good reference quantities for choosing a good interpolating function.
Average plaquette in the four-dimensional SU (3) pure Yang-Mills theory on the lattice
As a next example, we consider the average plaquette
in the four dimensional SU (3) pure Yang-Mills theory on the lattice. The action of the theory is given by
where U x,µ is the link variable at the position x with direction µ andμ is the unit vector along µ-direction. Here the true function for the average plaquette P (β i ) has been obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation in [1] . 5 The interpolating functions for P (β) were also studied in [1] . The result of the strong coupling expansion around β = 0 is given by (see e.g. [9] )
where the coefficients are explicitly given in (4.30) of [1] . The result of the weak coupling expansion around β = ∞ is [10] (see also [11, 12, 13, 14] )
where the coefficients are given in (4.32) of [1] . 6 According to the study in [1] , the small-β expansion is convergent and its related quantities are given by 7 β
On the other hand, the large-β expansion turned out to be asymptotic, and the related values were given by
In [1] , several interpolating functions were already given, and they are listed in (D.3) in Appendix D.3. As in (2.13) and (4.8), we consider interpolating functionsP [r,s] , which are the linear combinations of the functions (D.3) with randomly generated coefficients, as samples of interpolating functions.
In terms of the true function P (β i ), the sets (Cr 1 , De 1 ) (Cr 2 , De 2 ) and (Cr o , De o ) are given by
29)
De o = 1 29
and . 6 Actually these values have errors and we are using just their center values. See [10] for details. 7 Convergence of the strong coupling expansion in the lattice gauge theory has been proven in [15] . Here we are not stating that the convergent radius has been precisely determined as β * s = 3.9. In [1] , the value of β * s was given just as a reference value to define the reliable domain. 
32) 
We will consider the example with following true function . The small-g and large-g expansions of the function take following forms
Here floor(x) = max{n ∈ Z; n ≤ x} which is called as the floor function. The F (g) is a symmetric function under the exchange of g and 1/g. By extrapolating the data of
in [Top Left] of Figs. 5, the small-g expansion turns out to be asymptotic since the ratio diverges in large k. Analogously we can see that the large-g expansion is also asymptotic. We observe that
behave as linear in k, so we put ansatz 
2 , large order terms in the small-g expansion should be
where k ≫ 1. The relative minus sign inside (c 1 − c 2 g 2 ) is required because of our observation that s 4k × s 4k+2 < 0 upto k = 100. We expect that the optimal truncation will 
be implemented at order less than 100. Based on (4.42), by following the procedure in Appendix B.1, we can obtain N * s as well as g * s . According to the procedure,
(4.43) g * s is given by the solution of the following equation
By solving the above (here we set ǫ = 10 −7 ), we obtain
Also in the large-g expansion, by following the analogous procedure, we obtain
where (
good reference quantities for selecting a good interpolating function. In this case, Cr 2,o are slightly better than Cr 1 but the differences are not so significant according to the comparison between their plots in Figure 6 .
Functions with sharp peak outside the reliable domain
So far we have checked Cr 1 , Cr 2 and Cr o for the functions which do not have the sharp peak outside the reliable domain (see Figs. 7 ). For such functions, all Cr 1,2,o seem to be good reference quantities, and Cr 1 seems to be the best.
In this subsection, we will investigate the reference quantities for the functions with sharp peak outside the reliable domain. We will check whether they work well or not even in the presence of the sharp peak, by calculating the correlation coefficients. In this subsection, as the functions with sharp peak, we use the specific heat functions in the two dimensional Ising model with lattice size L = 5, 8, ∞. By Figure 8 , we can see that the functions with L = 5, 8 have sharp peak moreover the L = ∞ function has the singular point which is regarded as the phase transition point. 8 Concise review of the specific heat in the two-dimensional Ising model Let us consider the 2d Ising model on the L × L square lattice with periodic boundary condition. 8 We have also studied the L = 2 case. In this case, there are not sharp peaks as we can see in Figure 8 .
We have checked that all the Cr1,2,o work well as reference quantities, and Cr1 is the best. The discussion on the L = 2 case belongs to the same class as subsubsection 4.1.1, because both the small-g and large-g expansions are convergent. where σ x is the spin variable at the position x taking the values ±1 and J is the coupling constant. In terms of the temperature T , we define the partition function of this model by
The exact solution of the partition function is given by (see e.g. [16] )
(4.55)
Let us introduce the quantity
which gives the specific heat by K 2 C L (K). In order to transform the both expansions to the power series form (2.1), we introduce the parameter g by
Then the high and low temperature expansions of C L (g) become power series of g and 1/g, respectively.
5 × 5 lattice
For L = 5, the specific heat C 5 (g) is obtained by substituting L = 5 into (4.56). The true function C 5 (g) has a sharp peak as shown in Figure 8 . We will pay attention to how the peak affects the correlation coefficients ρ Cr 1 De 1 , ρ Cr 2 De 2 and ρ CroDeo . We assume that we know only the small-g and large-g expansions up to N s = N l = 50-th order,
Their leading order terms are
5l (g) =g
. and it turned out that both the expansions are convergent. As shown in Figure 8 , the sharp peak locates outside the reliable domain, We should note that the correlation coefficients ρ Cr 1 De 1 and ρ CroDeo become weak, while the correlations between Cr 2 and De 2 are still strong (bigger than 0.9). So the reference quantities Cr 1,o become useless by the appearance of the sharp peak outside the reliable domain, while Cr 2 is still useful. We can compare between them by using the plots Figure 9 also. One might wonder how we can notice the presence of the sharp peak without knowing the true function. Even without knowing the true function, by plotting an interpolating function, we can guess the presence of the sharp peak. If a true function has a sharp peak, its interpolating function tends to have a sharp peak as shown in Figure 10 . This study instructs that if there is a sharp peak in an interpolating function, we should start to use Cr 2 only. 6,7 (g) with respect to g in the L = 8 case. We can see that interpolating functions also have sharp peaks.
8 × 8 lattice
The function C 8 (g) for L = 8 also has a sharp peak as shown in Figure 8 . Even if we do not know about the true function C 8 (g), we can deduce the presence of the peak by plotting an interpolating function as shown in Figure 10 .
Also in this example, we assume that we know only the small-g and large-g expansions upto N s = N l = 50-th order,
where their leading order terms are
8l (g) =g
respectively. By the study in [1] , it has been known that
and that both the expansions are convergent. We can see that the peak locates outside the reliable domain as shown by Figure 8 . As in the previous case, because of N * s = N s , N * l = N l , we can use (4.62) directly to make the interpolating functions. In [1] , they have already given several interpolating functions and they are listed in (D.6). As in (2.13) and (4.8), we generate interpolating functions randomly as the samples by linear combinations of the functions (D.6). We compute the correlation coefficients by using the samples. The correlation coefficients are 
Infinite lattice
In the L = ∞ case, the true function has singularity and there is the phase transition. Cr 1 is obviously no longer useful in this case, then we will focus only on whether Cr 2,o can be good reference quantities or not even in the presence of the singularity. 9 The true function for the specific heat in the L = ∞ case is given by
(g 2 + 2g + 2)
Obviously De1 = ∞ by the presence of singularity in L = ∞, so there is no point to discuss the correlation between Cr1 and De1. While Deo is still finite because the integration over g around the singular point g = √ 2
is not infinite.
where K(z) and E(z) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds respectively. 10 As in the previous cases, we will assume that we know only the small-g and large-g expansions upto N s = N l = 50-th order,
their leading order terms are
respectively. By the extrapolation in [1] , we obtain 
Conclusion & discussion
We suggested the quantities Cr 1,2,o given in (3.4), (3.5) A. Insufficiency of the criterion given in [1] As discussed in subsection 2.2, there are uncountably infinite number of interpolating functions, because a linear combination of interpolating functions is also an interpolating function again. So it is important to establish a criterion for selecting a good interpolating function. In [1] , the authors proposed such a criterion, but we will argue that their criterion is insufficient.
Let us start by a brief review of the analysis given in [1] . First of all, they picked up one subset from infinite number of interpolating functions G(g) where g is the parameter. We should note that this subset has no particular significance compared to any other possible subsets. Within the selected subset they observed the following matching 
measures deviation between G(g) and the true function F (g).
where F are limited to the domains 0 < g < g * s and g * l < g respectively. (In our discussions, we denoted I s + I l by Cr and
by De.) Based on the above observation (A.1) which is true within the selected subset, they asserted that the best interpolating function has the minimum value for
. But we should remember that the notion of the criterion should be independent of the choice of subset. By constructing an explicit example, we will show in the following subsection that it is possible to choose another subset where the observation (A.1) is not valid. This means that their criterion in [1] is insufficient as a universal criterion, which should be independent of the choice of the subset.
A.1 A counter example
Let us re-examine the case of the two-dimensional Ising model with lattice size L = 2 considered in subsubsection 4.2.1 of [1] . There they tried to find interpolating function for the specific heat C 2 (g). Here the parameter g = e 2J/T − 1 where J is the coupling constant of Ising model and T is the temperature. They computed De = Λ −1 dg
and Cr = I s + I l for a class of interpolating functions C (α) m,n , which are listed in Table 1 . For this set of interpolating functions given in the Table 1 , the observation (A.1) is true. 
1.22853 × 10 −6 3.39663 × 10 −6 0.0000523107 0.0000557073
0.0000128648 0.000129274 0.0000598797 0.000189154 Table 1 : Cr and De in the original subset in [1] Now let us construct another Table 2 , just by deleting the second last raw of Table 1 . We can view this table as made of another set of interpolating functions. For this set of interpolating functions, it is not difficult to see that the observation (A.1) is not true. Because though minimal deviation from the actual function C 2 (g) happens for C (−1) 6,5 (g), the minimal I s + I l happens for another interpolating function C (−1) 6,7 (g). This observation clearly invalidate the criterion provided in [1] , for choosing the best interpolating function.
B. Reliable domain, optimal truncation by fitting.
In this Appendix, we explain how to determine g * s , g * l , N * s and N * l based on the expansions F (Ns) s (g) and F (N l ) l (g) in (2.1). We assume that both N s and N l are finite but large enough. First of all, we should clarify whether F (Ns) s (g) is convergent expansion or not. In principle, if an expansion is a finite order expansion, it is impossible to assert whether the expansion is asymptotic or convergent. But if N s is large enough, we can sometimes deduce whether the expansion is convergent or not by extrapolating the expansion coefficients as in [1] . By the extrapolation, if the ratio turns out to behave 
0.0000128648 0.000129274 0.0000598797 0.000189154 we expect that F (Ns) s (g) is a part of an asymptotic non-convergent expansion. While if the ratio goes to finite non-zero quantity, we think the expansion as a part of a convergent expansion. Also for large-g expansion, we apply the same way to clarify whether F
Depending on whether the expansion is convergent or not, we apply different approaches to determine the values N * s , N * l , g * s and g * l .
B.1 Asymptotic expansion
Let us consider the case that the small-g expansion F (Ns) s (g) is asymptotic. Here we proceed to the discussion with keeping g = g o fixed for a while. In case of the asymptotic series, higher order expansions are not always closer to the true function. So the expansion truncated at the suitable order is the closest to the true function F (g o ) at fixed g = g o . Such a truncation is called as the optimal truncation, and N * s represents the order at which the truncation is implemented. In this subsection, we explain how to determine N * s by the fitting in case of the asymptotic expansion.
Let us consider a small-g power series asymptotic expansion with following form
where p is a positive integer. In large n, we often observe that the ratio of the coefficients behaves as a n+1 a n ∼ An, n ≫ 1,
where A is a constant. In this case, coefficients in large-n behave as
where c is a constant. We often put the ansatz (B.4) where c and A will be determined by the fitting. If the coefficients behave as (B.4), we can apply the method in [17] to evaluate N * s and g * s . Since the optimal truncation implemented at the order n =Ñ * s (g o ) provides the minimum absolute value of the expansion terms, it requires
From (B.5), by using the Stirling approximation log n! = n (log n − 1),Ñ * s (g o ) is expressed in terms of g o as followsÑ *
(B.6)
We consider the "reliable domain" next. The "error" of the optimal truncation implemented at orderÑ * s is defined as
By using this error, we define the "reliable domain with ǫ" as
If once we specify the value ǫ, we can determineÑ * s and g * s uniquely by solving
(B.10) By usingÑ * s , the integer N * s is obtained as
We can obtain g * l , N * l for an asymptotic large-g expansion by an analogous approach.
B.2 Convergent expansion
In case of a convergent expansion, higher order expansion becomes closer to the true function at fixed g inside the convergent radius. Hence N * s = N s and N * l = N l for the convergent expansions F (Ns) s (g) and
We consider the reliable domain next. Let us consider the small-g expansion as an example. If the convergent radius of the small-g expansion is given asg s , the expansion at g <g s is sufficiently close to the true function. Hence g * s should be g * s =g s . But because we do not know an infinite order expansions when we apply the interpolating functional methods, we can not know the convergent radius in principle. However if N s is large enough, we can deduce the convergent radius by the extrapolation. By extrapolating the ratio, we will deduce the convergent radius as
To obtain g * s , we need further discussion. According to the prescription in [1] , we should also take care of the blow up point of the F g * l in the convergent large-g expansion is also determined analogously.
C. Correlation between the maximum point and the actual degree of deviation
If the deviation between the interpolating function and the true function is smaller, the form of the interpolating function may be closer to the one of the true function. So one may wonder following: If the interpolating function is closer to the true function, maximum point of the interpolating function may be closer to the one of the true function. If it is true, the maximum point of the interpolating function may be useful for deducing the phase transition point (or point of the sharp peak). We will check it by calculating the correlation coefficients between De 2 (see (3.2)) and P d given by
where g true is the maximum point of the true function while g int is the one of the interpolating function. In this section, by using the functions of specific heat in the two dimensional Ising model with L = 5, L = 8 and L = ∞ as examples, we check the correlation coefficients ρ De 2 P d between De 2 and P d. The results are listed in the Table 3. 12 From this table, it turns out that P d is not strongly correlated with De 2 . 13 So even if the deviation between the interpolating function and the true function is smaller, the maximum point of the interpolating function will not always be closer to the one of the true function. The study in [1] said that
These differences will not be smaller even if we find better interpolating functions.
11 The curvature peaks around the blow-up points have finite width. So we should take g b s , g b l with avoiding the finite width of the peak. 12 In case of the L = ∞, to observe the maximum point of the interpolating function clearly, we have used the following linear combinations as samples,
where a [r,s] are randomly chosen coefficients. 13 Actually, a lot of results here are not statistically significant. So we need more samples for a firm study. 
